Open Letter to The Editor, Times of India
from Universal Health Organization
Date: 07 September 2022
To: The Editor, Times of India, Mumbai, Maharashtra, India
Subject: Open letter in response to article titled “Mumbai: Doctors fear those hit by
Covid vulnerable to cardiac issues” on 02 Sep 2022
This open letter is in response to your article titled “Mumbai: Doctors fear those hit by Covid
vulnerable to cardiac issues” on 02 Sep 2022. The article is misleading on several counts.
1. The article starts in the opening paragraph: “Covid infection has not only killed
millions globally, doctors fear...”
Reply - As per most health agencies including CDC- most deaths in covid have
occurred in elderly and multi-co morbid people and covid alone seems to have
killed less than 5-10% of the total tally. The exaggerated tally is aimed to create
wrong impression that covid is fatal while it’s survival rate is 99.997 in less than 65
years age. India did not agree to WHO estimates of exaggerated deaths due to
covid.
In the same paragraph it says it is leaving many more sick and vulnerable to
chronic cardiac and nervous system disorders.
Reply - While any virus like SARS- CoV2 is likely to affect organs like heart and
brain due to “SPIKE PROTEIN” producing damage, it is difficult to conclude that it
is the “Virus” or “infection” per se leading to risk when we have these people who
have never been infected but were vaccinated presenting with cardiac and
nervous system disorders which are “documented” and “listed” adverse effects of
the covid vaccine. Even AEFI recording system is poor with VAERS in US is
recording just 1% of AEFI while is India, it is even worse. Whatever AEFI are
reported are labelled “coincidental”. Reference: “Hazards of vaccinating the way
out of Covid-19 pandemic: Study of adverse events following immunization (Aefi)
in India: https://www.mjdrdypv.org/article.asp?issn=25898302;year=2022;volume=15;issue=7;spage=72;epage=76;aulast=Tiwari .
2. In Para 2 - an example of 130 kg young man (suffering from obesity) is given to
highlight impact on his heart while nothing is known about pre-covid health status.
Reply - Possibility of him having undiagnosed hypertension and pre-existing heart
disease is quite likely. Even if he had any other infection, he would have come
down with similar complications.
3. In Para 3 - 22 year old was brought with large clot in his pulmonary artery one year
after infection.
Reply - The Covid vaccines are known to lead to formation of such clots and are
known adverse effects. Probably his history of receiving covid vaccine may have
preceded this episode but has conveniently been kept concealed. When deciding
causality ”temporal association” is very important. If vaccines were given after the
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infection, then vaccines are more likely to be the cause since pathology is same
“SPIKE PROTEINS”. Leading to endothelial damage. Infection one year ago is
highly unlikely to be the reason in this case if he has been vaccinated after the
infection.
4. Para 4 - talks of increased disease burden in this 12 months of suffering covid.
Reply - There is clear evidence of increased disease burden following covid
vaccination in US military person as was brought out by their Dept. of Defence
report. Having launched vaccine on mass scale “Causality” of excess morbidity in
being blamed on “Virus” while vaccines may be the “real culprit” but keeping no
“control group” makes it difficult to study. Global reduction in acceptance of
vaccines & boosters is clearly demonstrating this phenomenon.
5. Para 5 – “anecdotal data” is being presented to blame the increased burden of
chronic disease.
Reply – Reliance on “anecdotal data” is weak evidence, especially after nearly 3
years of Covid.
6. Para 6 – Tweet by Chief Scientist at WHO is warning world to prepare for large
increase in multiple chronic disease.
Reply - After vaccinating world with more than 10 billion doses of covid vaccines
why such warning is being issued ? It shows that Covid-19 vaccines have not only
failed but produced the “SPIKE PROTEIN” induced damage leading to multitude of
diseases. From pandemic of unvaccinated world is now into “pandemic of the
vaccinated”. Comparison of “least vaccinated” and “ most vaccinated” countries
makes it amply clear that vaccines have not helped in reducing infection,
transmission or even deaths.
7. Para 7- BMC Executive health officer denies any excess deaths in 2020 & 2021.
Reply - But we have a news report saying “600%” increase in heart attacks in
BMC. Reference: “Six-fold monthly rise in heart attacks in Mumbai in 2021 over
previous years: BMC data”, Indian Express, 21 June 2022,
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/mumbai/six-fold-monthly-rise-heart-attacksmumbai-2021-bmc-data-7980763/
8. Para 8 - Dr Rahul Pandit. Member of state task force denies any correlation of
covid with increased stroke or heart attack.
Reply - This also supports that comorbid people are at greater risk from Covid-19,
not healthy adults.
In summary, Indian citizens deserve honesty in probing the cause of rising health concerns;
ignoring the Covid-19 vaccines as a possible cause, and blaming all ills on Covid-19 is
unscientific.
-- Universal Health Organisation, 07 September 2022
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